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The center-left Frente Para un Pais Solidario (FREPASO) is joining forces with the Union Civica
Radical (UCR) in anticipation of Argentina's Oct. 26 midterm elections. Leaders of both parties say
the new Alianza por el Trabajo, la Justicia y la Educacion will represent a viable alternative for voters
to the governing Partido Justicialista-peronista (PJ) in the October legislative elections, and in the
next presidential elections. In forming the alliance, the partners made a commitment to maintain
their unity through the 1999 presidential elections.
The agreement was announced on Aug. 3, just hours after former Argentine President Raul
Alfonsin, a leader of the UCR, agreed not to run for national deputy from Buenos Aires province.
His decision was crucial in cementing the alliance. Signing the agreement for FREPASO were Carlos
"Chacho" Alvarez, Graciela Fernandez Meijide, Dante Caputo, and Alberto Flamarique. For the
UCR, the agreement was signed by Raul Alfonsin, Rodolfo Terragno, Fernando de la Rua, Federico
Storani, and Mario Brodershon.
Both the UCR and FREPASO have strongly criticized the administration's neoliberal economic
program, which stabilized the currency and erased inflation, but sent unemployment skyrocketing.
However, alliance leaders have also said they will not scrap the convertibility plan that pegs the
Argentine peso to the US dollar, the cornerstone of the country's economic policy. Both parties also
have focused on corruption cases involving government officials.

Opposition alliance creates new election outlook
Political analysts said the alliance has completely altered the Argentine political panorama. The PJ is
no longer a sure bet to maintain its majority in the Chamber of Deputies after the elections, and the
chance that President Carlos Saul Menem's successor will come from outside the Peronist ranks has
increased significantly. "It's too early to do the numbers but two things are sure: the political scene
has changed and the government is worried, however much they say they aren't," said political
analyst and pollster Ricardo Rouvier.
Before the announcement of the alliance, most Argentines showed little interest in the elections
other than wondering how strong a majority the Peronists would retain and whether the elections
would strengthen Buenos Aires provincial Gov. Eduardo Duhalde's bid for the PJ's presidential
nomination. Menem, re-elected in 1995 with 50% of the vote, had been confident that the Peronists
would reap the rewards of the relative economic stability and low inflation achieved since he came
to power in 1989.
Adding to Menem's confidence, the UCR had fallen into disarray and dropped to third place in 1995.
FREPASO had become the toughest opposition force and zeroed in on the administration's weakest
points corruption and unemployment but that party lacked grassroots infrastructure. Alone, neither
the UCR nor FREPASO was expected to be able to fully capitalize on voter disenchantment with the
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government, seen in growing, often violent, protests against the effects of state economic reforms.
Now, however, the PJ's worst-case scenario has come to pass a ticket merging FREPASO's energy
and charismatic leaders with the UCR's well-established party infrastructure. Federal District and
Buenos Aires province are key races In October, the alliance's list of congressional candidates for
the province of Buenos Aires will be headed by FREPASO Sen. Fernandez Meijide and the UCR's
Storani. And heading the list for deputy from the federal district of Buenos Aires is FREPASO's
Chacho Alvarez and the UCR's Terragno. Fernandez Meijide will face the PJ's newest star, Hilda
"Chiche" Duhalde, wife of the Buenos Aires governor, who will head the PJ slate in Buenos Aires
province.
If Fernandez Meijide wins, she will be in a good position to challenge Gov. Duhalde for the
presidency in 1999. Reacting to the new political panorama, Menem compared the alliance with
the "sinister" forces that opposed PJ founder Juan Peron in 1946 and ousted him in a coup a decade
later. "Now, once again, we have to choose between the Argentina of Peron and the Argentina of
darkness; the Argentina of the past or of permanent crisis," Menem told supporters. Fernandez
Meijide said Menem's historical comparison "shows he doesn't understand that alternating power
is the basis of democracy." [Sources: The Miami Herald, 07/27/97; Spanish news service EFE,
07/29/97; Notimex, 08/03/97; Reuter, 07/15/97, 07/22/97, 07/27/97, 08/03/97, 08/04/97; United Press
International, 07/30/97, 08/04/97; Inter Press Service, 07/29- 31/97, 08/08/97; Clarin (Argentina),
07/16/97, 07/30-08/01/97, 08/05/97]
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